2019 ISDA REGIONAL CONFERENCES: HAVE YOU REGISTERED YET?

Policy-makers, regulators and senior industry executives breakdown the most pressing issues facing the derivatives industry providing insight on benchmark reform, margin implementation and new technologies. Register Here!

NEW & NOTABLE

The Road Ahead – IQ August 2019

Progress has been made on benchmark reform, and the focus is now on building liquidity and trading activity in the new risk-free rates. Learn more in the latest issue of IQ.

ISDA Publishes Preliminary Results of Benchmark Fallbacks Consultation on Pre-cessation Issues
ISDA published a statement summarizing the preliminary results of a consultation on pre-cessation issues for LIBOR and certain other interbank offered rates.

INFRASTRUCTURE
**ISDA Begins Review of Post-trade Services**

As part of a major initiative to drive efficiencies in post-trade services, ISDA is conducting a series of targeted surveys to gather member feedback in key areas. The aim is to identify opportunities for greater automation, reduced operational risk and lower costs.

**Clearing:**

[ISDA and FIA Respond to the CPMI-IOSCO Discussion Paper on CCP Default Management Auctions](#)

**FpML:**

[ISDA publishes the Last Call Working Draft for FpML version 5.11](#)

**LEGAL**

[ISDA Letter on IBOR Transition and EMIR Grandfathering](#)

**MARGIN**

**Documentation:**

[Derivatives Subject to Margin Rules](#)

**PUBLIC POLICY**

**Global:**

[Updated OTC Derivatives Compliance Calendar](#)

**Europe:**

[ISDA and AFME Respond to Technical Expert Group’s Interim Report on Climate Benchmarks](#)

**Japan:**

Japan Monthly Update – July ([English](#) and [Japanese](#) Translation)

**ISDA COMMENTARY**

**Read recent derivatiViews posts:**

[A First for Derivatives Markets](#)